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Android Application Development All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	A must-have pedagogical resource from an expert Java educator


	As a Linux-based operating system designed for mobile devices, the Android OS allows programs to run on all Android devices and appear free in the Android Market. Whether you're a beginner programmer eager to create mobile applications or you're...
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Android Developer Tools Essentials: Android Studio to ZipalignO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Android development can be challenging, but through the effective use of Android Developer Tools (ADT), you can make the process easier and improve the quality of your code. This concise guide demonstrates how to build apps with ADT for a device family that features several screen sizes, different hardware capabilities, and a varying...
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Practical Scientific Computing (Woodhead Publishing in Mathematics)Woodhead Publishing, 2011

	Scientific computing is about developing mathematical models, numerical

	methods and computer implementations to study and solve real problems in science,

	engineering, business and even social sciences. Mathematical modeling requires

	deep understanding of classical numerical methods. There are a number of

	commercial and open...
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Beginning BlackBerry DevelopmentApress, 2009
Are you a Java programmer looking for a new challenge and money-making opportunity? If so, Beginning BlackBerry Development may just be the book for you. This book will teach you everything you need to know to start developing apps that run on the BlackBerry family of devices and smartphones. With over 50 Million BlackBerry devices sold...
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Professional Apache Tomcat 5 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
The Apache Tomcat server and related technologies give Java™ developers a rich set of tools to quickly build more sophisticated Web applications. Tomcat version 5 supports the latest JSP™ and Servlet specifications, JSP 2.0, and Servlets 2.4. This completely updated volume offers you a thorough education in Tomcat 5 as well as 4.1.
...
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Hands-On Enterprise Java Microservices with Eclipse MicroProfile: Build and optimize your microservice architecture with JavaPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		An effective guide to designing, building, and deploying enterprise Java microservices with Eclipse MicroProfile

	
		Key Features

		
			Create cloud-native microservices with ease using this detailed guide
	
			Avoid vendor lock-in when implementing microservices using Eclipse...
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Eclipse Development Using the Graphical Editing Framework And the Eclipse Modeling Framework (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
Eclipse Development using the Graphical Editing Framework and the Eclipse Modelling Framework is written for developers who use the Eclipse SDK to develop plug-in code. This IBM Redbook is intended for a technical readership and for developers who already have good knowledge and experience in Eclipse plug-in development.

In this...
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Aptana Studio Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Aptana Studio 3 is a powerful web development IDE based on the Eclipse platform and provides many innovative technologies and features for developing effective, modern hi-standard web-applications. Aptana has been around since 2008 and it provides language support for HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Ruby, Rails, PHP, Python, and many others by using...
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Sudoku Programming with CApress, 2015

	Sudoku Programming with C teaches you how to write computer programs to solve and generate Sudoku puzzles. This is a practical book that will provide you with everything you need to write your own books of Sudoku Classic and Samurai puzzles. But be warned: after reading it, you'll discover that the puzzles in...
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Android Wearable ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Expand on your Android development capabilities by building applications for Android Wear


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the Android Wear and Google Glass SDK to build your own wearable apps
	
		Incorporate voice and input features into your wearable apps and develop custom interfaces for...
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SWT: A Developer's Notebook (Developer's Notebook)O'Reilly, 2004
In typical Developer's Notebook style, you'll learn how to take SWT out for a spin, make it work for you,and turn it upside down, all without wasted words or space. Each lab in this notebook details a specific task; you can read from the first page to the last, look up just what you need to know, and even squeeze...
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Getting started with IntelliJ IDEAPackt Publishing, 2013

	Exploit IntelliJ IDEA’s unique features to rapidly develop web and Java Enterprise applications


	Overview

	
		Exhibit techniques that improve development performance
	
		Present framework support
	
		Create an application that explores the features of the integrated development...
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